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Femtosecond photoelectron point projection microscope
Erik Quinonez, Jonathan Handali, and Brett Barwicka)

Department of Physics, Trinity College, 300 Summit St., Hartford, Connecticut 06106, USA

(Received 19 June 2013; accepted 12 October 2013; published online 30 October 2013)

By utilizing a nanometer ultrafast electron source in a point projection microscope we demonstrate
that images of nanoparticles with spatial resolutions of the order of 100 nanometers can be obtained.
The duration of the emission process of the photoemitted electrons used to make images is shown to
be of the order of 100 fs using an autocorrelation technique. The compact geometry of this photoelec-
tron point projection microscope does not preclude its use as a simple ultrafast electron microscope,
and we use simple analytic models to estimate temporal resolutions that can be expected when using
it as a pump-probe ultrafast electron microscope. These models show a significant increase in tempo-
ral resolution when comparing to ultrafast electron microscopes based on conventional designs. We
also model the microscopes spectroscopic abilities to capture ultrafast phenomena such as the photon
induced near field effect. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4827035]

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances have extended the domain of electron
microscopy to include the ability to follow dynamics with
femtosecond temporal resolution. It is now possible through
these techniques to image processes such as melting, heating,
mechanical vibrations, chemical modification, plasmon exci-
tations, and fundamental physics phenomena with unprece-
dented resolutions in both space and time.1 This new field has
been dubbed 4D ultrafast electron microscopy (UEM),1 and
uses a femtosecond laser pulse to excite a specimen followed
by a femtosecond electron pulse to image the ultrafast pro-
cess. While UEM’s have often been based on traditional trans-
mission electron microscopes,1, 2 alternative methods relying
on projection imaging have been shown to be particularly
useful for imaging plasmas and photoelectron bunches.3–6

Imaging with these techniques has been demonstrated with
picosecond/femtosecond temporal resolution, however, their
spatial resolution has been limited to the hundred μm level.3–6

In a complimentary technique, femtosecond photoelectron
packets emitted from nanotips, which are doped with different
materials, have been shown to provide spatial resolution on
the nanometer level, though this technique as yet has not been
used to follow ultrafast dynamics.7, 8 The fact that the speci-
men is also the source of the photoelectrons used to create the
images may make it difficult to convert this microscope to an
UEM because both the pump and probe laser pulses would be
incident on the specimen simultaneously.7, 8

In this paper, we report the imaging capabilities of a fem-
tosecond photoelectron point projection microscope which
combines the techniques of electron point projection mi-
croscopy with an ultrafast field emission tip source. The mi-
croscope can be used to conduct low energy electron spec-
troscopy on arbitrary specimens, and when used as a UEM
holds some advantages over traditional transmission electron
microscopes based designs.

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
brett.barwick@trincoll.edu

II. APPARATUS

Our pulsed microscope relies on an ultrafast electron
source that operates by focusing the output from a femtosec-
ond oscillator onto a tungsten field emission tip.9–12 The emis-
sion time of the electrons created through this technique has
been shown to be less than the duration of the initiating fem-
tosecond laser pulse via autocorrelation9, 11 and the emitted
electron energy distributions demonstrate that the emission
process can be as short as a single optical cycle.13, 14 Combin-
ing this ultrafast field emission electron source with the tech-
nique of point projection electron microscopy demonstrates
an alternative to the far more expensive and complicated con-
ventional electron microscope platform.

A point projection microscope works by placing a field
emission tip close to a specimen, where the magnification
M of the microscope15 is directly related to the ratio of the
tip-to-specimen distance d, and the distance from the tip to
detector D,

M = D

d
. (1)

As the distance d is decreased (the specimen is brought
closer to the tip) the magnification of the image increases.

A schematic of the femtosecond photoelectron point pro-
jection microscope is shown in Fig. 1. A field emission tip,
with a diameter of the order of ∼100 nm is placed in front
of a specimen/holder whose position can be moved relative
to the tip by a 3-axis motional feedthrough. The microscope
is placed inside a vacuum system which provides minimal
magnetic shielding (reducing the DC magnetic fields by 90%,
as compared to outside the chamber). We note, however, that
previous experiments with a conventional point projection mi-
croscope that did not have magnetic shielding were still able
to achieve nanometer resolution.15 A two dimensional single
electron detector, consisting of a multichannel plate/phosphor
screen, is located after the specimen and a CCD camera cap-
tures the images projected on the phosphor screen. Optical
windows are located on the vacuum chamber to allow the

0034-6748/2013/84(10)/103710/7/$30.00 © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC84, 103710-1
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the femtosecond photoelectron point projection micro-
scope. The pump beam is used to excite the sample, while the probe beam is
used to generate the pulsed electron packets by excitation from a field emis-
sion tip. The electron packet is then accelerated to the sample and detected at
a distance D from the source.

input of laser beams and a turbo-molecular pump is used to
reach a pressure of 10−9 Torr after baking at 120 ◦C.

The microscope can be operated in a standard CW mode
when the DC field applied to the tip is high enough to cause
field emission of electrons. To create images utilizing pulsed
femtosecond photoelectrons, the applied field is reduced so
that negligible DC emission occurs (typically a 20% reduction
is sufficient) and the tip is then irradiated with focused fem-
tosecond laser pulses from a Ti:Sapphire oscillator. The laser
outputs 800 nm pulses of 80 fs duration at a repetition rate of
80 MHz with pulse energies of 10 nJ. The pulses are focused
with a 40 mm focal length lens located inside the vacuum sys-
tem resulting in a focal spot diameter of ∼10 μm. The lens is
mounted on a 3-axis manipulator that allows it to be moved
in relation to the tip. By moving the lens the focus is trans-
lated and the electron emission in pulsed operation mode is
maximized.

The distance from the tip to the detector is fixed at 0.1 m,
however the distance from the tip-to-specimen, d, can be var-
ied from 10−2 m down to 10−5 m, which would correspond to
magnifications of 10× to 10 000×. Resolutions down to the
nanometer level are obtained using 10 k magnification and are
currently limited in our microscope by mechanical vibrations.
The tip-to-specimen distance cannot be smaller than the ra-
dius of the laser focus at the tip because the specimen/holder
begins to block the laser beam. This results in a reduction
of photo-emitted electrons, as well as increasing the risk of
incurring damage to the specimen and holder.

III. RESULTS

A. Imaging capabilities

To quantify the imaging capability of our electron mi-
croscope, we imaged 100 nm diameter silver nanowires
(ACS Materials AgNWS-120 ethanol) which were deposited
on a TEM grid (Quantifoil Multi A Micromachined Holey
Carbon Grid). Images of the grid/nanowires taken with the

50
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00
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FIG. 2. Point projection images captured when operating the microscope
with DC electron emission (left) and with femtosecond photoelectron packets
(right). The smallest holes in the 5000× magnification image have a diameter
of 1 μm and the nanowires that become visible are ∼100 nm in diameter. The
tip voltages (or kinetic electron energies at the specimen) are labeled for each
image.

microscope in both CW mode (electrons being emitted from
the tip due to DC field emission) and pulsed mode (elec-
tron emission being induced by 800 nm, 80 fs laser pulses at
80 MHz) are shown in Fig. 2. Different magnifications are ob-
tained by changing the tip-to-specimen distances. Images for
both CW and pulsed mode are shown in Fig. 2. To achieve
a magnification of 5000× in CW mode required tip voltage
of −204 V, and for pulsed mode generation of photoelec-
trons a −172 V tip voltage was used. For lower magnifica-
tion, higher tip voltages were required; the corresponding tip
voltages are listed in Fig. 2. All images use the same tip, all
are 30 s exposures and the kinetic energy of the electrons at
the sample is equal to −eVtip. At the higher magnification of
5000× the smallest holes (diameter 1 μm) are clearly visible
in both CW and pulsed modes and the silver nanowires (di-
ameter 100 nm) are easily visible in the CW mode and a few
can be observed in pulsed mode (upper right of Fig. 2). Due to
the relatively low kinetic energy of the electrons, some elec-
trostatic lensing occurs near the specimen due to charging,
which can change the image appearance at different voltages.
These effects can be mitigated by careful specimen prepara-
tion and coating with materials of higher conductivity. The
vertical dark line through all the images is due to a split phos-
phor screen that is used for electron coincident measurements
and all the images were taken with electron pulses containing
on average much less than one electron per packet.

An autocorrelation experiment was performed in order
to investigate the temporal duration of the electron emis-
sion process from the tip, while in photoelectron imaging
mode.9, 11 By using the emission of electrons from the tip as a
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nonlinear detector in an interferometric autocorrelator, the
emission process is shown to be of the order of the laser pulse
duration when taken at −238 V (negligible CW emission),
see Fig. 3 (top panel). The autocorrelation trace is made by
using an interferometer to create two laser pulses which are
allowed to overlap. These two pulses incident on the tip con-
stitute a pump-probe experiment and due to the highly nonlin-
ear response of the emission process, if the first pulse affects
the tip (by heating it up, for example) the tail of the signal
would show this. However, no indication of tip modification
is present in our data, indicating prompt emission.9 The au-
tocorrelation data were taken as the images of the specimen
were being observed on the MCP/phosphor detector. In addi-
tion to the autocorrelation result, we also investigated the po-
larization dependence of the electron emission and found that
for laser polarizations parallel to the tip, the emission process
is a maximum whereas polarizations perpendicular to the tip
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FIG. 3. Top panel: Autocorrelation trace using field emission tip as a non-
linear detector. Note the upper right inset shows a flat tail, indicating prompt
electron emission. Bottom panel: Temporal spread in time-of-flight versus
tip-to-specimen distance for electron packets with an initial energy spread
of �E = 1 eV, for both UEC/UEM (Eq. (4)) and PPUEM (Eq. (2)) geome-
tries. The UEC/UEM plot is generated using fixed values of daccel = 3 mm,
ddrift = 0.645 m, values taken from Ref. 20, and an accelerating potential of
Vaccel = 60 kV. Neither daccel or ddrift can be changed in a typical appara-
tus. The plots were created with rtip = 100 nm and Vaccel of 25, 250 and rtip

= 1000 nm for the 2500 eV curve. The shaded experimental region indicates
geometries that are decreasingly accessible while operating as a UEM as the
tip-to-specimen region is decreased, caused by the photoelectron excitation
pulse being blocked by the specimen.

axis give no emission.9, 10 These results confirm that the elec-
tron emission process is ultrafast in nature and occurs within
∼100 fs for our setup, while operating in pulsed imaging
mode.

B. Time of flight spectroscopy in photoelectron mode

In addition to imaging this microscope can be used as an
electron energy spectrometer. Electron energy spectrometry
is a powerful tool that can be used to measure the energy of
the electron after it has interacted with a specimen. In a stan-
dard TEM, as the electrons travel through the specimen they
can undergo inelastic collisions (loosing energy). These inter-
actions include plasmon excitations, phonon excitations, and
inner shell ionizations, just to name a few, which can be iden-
tified when looking at the spectroscopic data. For an ultrafast
electron microscope, including one based on the device pre-
sented here, there is an additional interaction when the pump
photon pulse interacts with the specimen that can result in
both energy gains/losses when a photon is absorbed/emitted,
and is the primary motivation for implementing a spectrom-
eter in our microscope. To operate as a spectrometer, a time
of flight technique is implemented.16 Our implementation can
simultaneously collect spectroscopic data and images. When
the femtosecond photoelectron pulses are emitted from the
field emission tip, the laser sends a start signal to a time-to-
amplitude (TAC) converter. The emitted electrons are then
accelerated in the tip-to-specimen region, which has a spa-
tially nonlinear electric field due to the high curvature of the
nanometer tip17 that results in fields near the tip surface in ex-
cess of 109 V/m. The resulting time of flight for an electron
from the tip to the specimen can be approximated as

T OFtip = d

√
me

2eVtip

[
1 + rtip

2d
ln

(
d

rtip

)]
, (2)

where rtip is the radius of the tip, Vtip is the tip accelerating
voltage (and also the kinetic energy of the electrons in that
region), and d is the distance from the tip to the specimen.17

After passing through the specimen the electron travels to the
detector, which in our apparatus can be negatively biased to
decelerate the electrons. The time of flight for an electron for
the specimen to detector region is given by

T OFdet =
(
me(D − d)

eVdet

)[√
2eVtip

me

−
√

2eVtip

me

− 2eVdet

me

]
,

(3)
where D − d is the specimen to detector distance, Vdet is the
retarding voltage place on the front of the detector. Once the
electrons are detected a stop signal is sent to the TAC and
the difference between the start and stop signals give the time
of flight. For operation as a time of flight energy analyzer,
Eq. (2) can be ignored because temporal dispersion in the tip-
to-specimen region is negligible compared to the specimen-
to-detector region, see Fig. 3 (bottom). Typical time of flight
data can be seen in Fig. 4. Data acquisition times were 10 min,
a retarding voltage of 10 V was put on the front of the de-
tector, all data were taken with the same tip-to-specimen and
the same specimen to detector distances. If each femtosec-
ond laser pulse incident on the tip initiated electron emission,
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FIG. 4. Electron time of flight data. Plots are shown for 20, 30, 40, 50, 60,
and 70 eV electrons as labeled in the figure. The zero time point is not cal-
ibrated and each spectrum has multiple peaks because not every laser pulse
from the 80 MHz laser causes photoemission. The peaks shift to the right as
the electron energy decreases due to the longer time of flight. Dashed lines
are a guide to the eye for the center of each peak.

there would only be a single peak for each spectrum shown
in Fig. 4. This would be due to the fact that for every “start”
pulse to the TAC (which is triggered by the 80 MHz from the
laser), there would be an electron to hit the detector and pro-
vide the “stop” pulse. However, the data were taken when op-
erating the pulsed electron source at a rate of much less than 1
electron per pulse (closer to ∼1000 electrons/s), thus resulting
in multiple peaks, all separated by the inverse of the repetition
rate of the laser (12.5 ns). In addition as the tip voltage is de-
creased, the peak positions shift to the right as it takes a longer
time for the electron to reach the detector. The zero time point
on the horizontal access is not calibrated, but can be found
by fitting the peaks from different energies to the above time
of flight equations.16 At higher electron energies the tempo-
ral widths of the peaks are dominated by the resolution of the
detector, when compared to increases in width due to tempo-
ral dispersion. At lower electron energies the peak widths be-
gin to broaden because the electrons have both longer transit
times to the detector and the �E of the beam becomes large
relative to the primary energy E of the beam. This causes the
broadening of the temporal width of the peak due to disper-
sion of the packet to become discernible from the detector res-
olution. The temporal width of the peaks in the higher energy
electron spectra converges to the detector resolution, because
at the higher energies the temporal dispersion due to a finite
�E becomes negligible. After summing multiple peaks in the
20 eV and 70 eV scans, the full widths at half maximum using
a Gaussian fit are found to be 1.6 ns and 1.0 ns, respectively.
The detector resolution is currently 1.00 ± 0.05 ns, which is
found from the peaks at higher energy (70 eV) and is mainly
limited by the detector electronics used; however, other

currently available electron detectors can provide resolutions
of the order of 100 ps,16 which in turn would provide a higher
energy resolution. By using an energy spread of 1.0 eV and
convoluting with the detector resolution of 1.0 ns, the width
of the 20 eV electron peak of 1.6 ns is calculated and is in
close agreement to the 0.75 eV width found in Ref 16.

The time of flight energy spectrometer using photoelec-
trons provides additional flexibility to do spectroscopy of
thin specimens with different electron energies on samples
such as graphene or carbon nanotubes, when investigating the
plasmon energy loss region.18

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Operation of photoelectron point projection
microscope as an ultrafast electron microscope

The design of this microscope has several advantages
when used as point projection ultrafast electron microscopy
(PPUEM). The first is that there are no lenses or crossovers,
which reduce space charge effects on the temporal and spa-
tial properties of the electron packets, even when only a few
electrons are in the packet. The second advantage is that the
curvature of the nanometer tip source creates a nonlinear elec-
tric field which accelerates the electrons quickly, while greatly
decreasing the temporal dispersion of the electron packet as it
propagates towards the specimen. A third advantage is that
for magnifications of ∼1000× or greater, the tip-to-specimen
distance d is of the order of μm, which means that the elec-
tron packet has very little chance to disperse before reaching
the specimen.

For ultrafast electron microscopes that operate in the
“single” electron mode,1 or one electron per packet, space
charge can be ignored and the primary cause of temporal
broadening is dispersion. Because each photoelectron emis-
sion event from the metal tip is statistical in nature, the elec-
trons are “born” with a distribution of different energies.19

This causes an energy spread in the electron packets (even
when containing less than a single electron), corresponding
to different velocities, causing a broadening (or dispersion) of
the average pulse duration while it propagates.

Typically, electron sources such as those implemented in
ultrafast electron crystallography (UEC) as well as traditional
transmission electron microscope based UEM’s use a simple
diode design, which creates a constant electric field with a
maximum strength of a 106 V/m, followed by a drift region
to a specimen at electron energies of 10 keV to hundreds
of keV.20 The time of flight of an electron (ignoring space
charge) for these standard geometries can be approximated as

T OFUEC/UEM = daccel

√
2me

eVaccel

+ ddrif t

√
me

2eVaccel

, (4)

where Vaccel is the accelerating voltage of the electrons, daccel

is the accelerating plate separation, and ddrift is the drift dis-
tance from the source to the specimen. Both Eq. (2) which
describes the time of flight of an electron traveling from a
tip-to-specimen in a PPUEM and Eq. (4) are rudimentary;
neither takes into account initial transverse velocities of the
electrons and thus should be treated as a lower limit on the
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dispersion. However, using Eqs. (2) and (4) comparisons can
be made between the two different UEM designs and how
dispersion in each affects the electron pulse duration. Using
the equations the time of flight of a fast (E + �E/2) and
slow (E − �E/2) electron can be calculated to find the elec-
tron pulse duration increase due to dispersion, where E is the
central electron energy and �E is the energy spread in the
pulse. This estimation ignores the initiating laser pulse dura-
tion, which would need to be convolved with the pulse du-
ration spread due to dispersion and is not valid for packets
containing more than a single electron. The results for dis-
persion at different tip-to-specimen distances are compared
for a traditional UEC/UEM design at 60 keV versus a 25 eV
(100 nm tip), 250 eV (100 nm tip), and a 2500 eV (1000 nm
tip) PPUEM and can be seen in Fig. 3 (bottom panel). At the
25 eV with a tip radius of 100 nm there is a nearly zero CW
emission of electrons due to the low electric field, which is
given as E = Vtip/(5rtip) at the tip surface. Even at 250 eV
with the 100 nm tip the CW emission is negligible; however
for a 100 nm it is impossible to reach 2500 eV before the tip is
destroyed due to excessively high fields. To keep the electric
field the same at the tip surface, and hence the CW tunneling
current negligible, the 2500 eV plot in Fig. 3 (bottom panel)
is modeled with a 1000 nm tip. What we find is that for very
small tip-to-specimen distances the PPUEM has greatly de-
creased pulse dispersion when compared to more traditional
UEM designs. A recently completed numerical study that
models our exact experimental geometry supports the con-
clusion that this microscope when operated as a PPUEM can
greatly decrease electron pulse broadening due to dispersion,
especially as the tip-to-specimen distance is kept to the tens-
of-μm range.14 We note that time-varying electric fields, such
as those in RF compressors/sources which have already been
used in a complimentary femtosecond electron shadow imag-
ing method,6 or optical fields12, 13 could be used to further
decrease electron packet durations.

The spatial resolution of the microscope is limited cur-
rently to ∼100 nm, due to mechanical vibration of the mi-
croscope. With the addition of vibration isolation and an ion
pump improved spatial resolution should be expected, and
in principle there is nothing limiting the resolution from ap-
proaching that of a standard point projection microscope,
which has been demonstrated to reach resolutions better than
∼10 nm at operating voltages in the hundreds of eV range.15

This spatial resolution combined with temporal resolutions
of the order of 100 fs would make the microscope capable
of photon-induced near field electron microscopy (PINEM),
which enables the imaging of evanescent near fields.21 Nor-
mally, electron energies below 1 keV would be detrimen-
tal to imaging due to their insufficient energy to penetrate
samples.22 However, electrons used in PINEM imaging need
only to pass near the nanostructure and not through it making
the “shadow” imaging with this microscope particularly use-
ful. Spectrometry can be accomplished through time-of-flight
energy analysis as discussed above or through a retarding field
analyzer, allowing energy-specific images to be captured.16

The pump fluence needed to conduct PINEM imaging on
nanostructures is of the order of 1 mJ/cm2 or more which
is the upper limit of what can be reached with a standard

FIG. 5. Magnified 2D figure of the tip and specimen region while operating
as an ultrafast electron microscope. The focus diameter for the blue pump
pulse and the red probe excitation pulse are each 10 μm. The tip-to-specimen
distance is also 10 μm. The red line with arrow points depicts the polariza-
tion of the probe excitation pulse parallel to the tip. The polarization of the
pump beam should be made perpendicular to the tip to decrease the likeli-
hood of it causing photoelectron emission. The green curved line shows the
femtosecond electron pulse. The dashed black line represents a thin specimen
placed in a 10 μm diameter pinhole. The pinhole can facilitate alignment of
the pump laser beam on the specimen by maximizing laser light throughput.

femtosecond oscillator. A more appropriate laser for UEM ex-
periments, including those described below would be a com-
mercially available 1 MHz, 800 nm, 100 fs with ∼1 μJ per
pulse. Our microscope operated with this laser would still give
sufficient electron signal when operating in “single” electron
mode at 1 MHz with 30 s imaging exposures, but would in-
crease flexibility when pumping specimens due to its abil-
ity to create much higher fluences of ∼100 mJ/cm2 at the
specimen.

The focal size of the probe laser electron excitation pulse
is the limiting factor for operating the photoelectron micro-
scope as an UEM at higher magnifications, because as the tip
is moved closer to the specimen the laser focus will overlap
the specimen/holder, which will result in decreased electron
emission from the tip apex. While the pump-probe geome-
try is shown in Fig. 1, a magnified image of the specimen
region is shown in Fig. 5, which shows a tip-to-specimen dis-
tance of 10 μm, with pump and probe laser pulses each with
a diameter of 10 μm. The pump and probe laser beams will
enter the microscope from opposite sides of the microscope
and by minimizing the spatial size of the specimen the probe
beam can pass the specimen without hitting it, see Fig. 5. To
facilitate alignment of the pump beam a 10 μm pinhole is
placed over the specimen and the pump beam transmission
through the pinhole can be viewed from a side optical port
on the vacuum system to optimize its spatial alignment on the
specimen. Due to the pump beam beginning to impinge on
the tip when tip-to-specimen distances are below 10 μm, this
experimental region is shaded in Fig. 3 bottom, indicating ge-
ometries that are decreasingly accessible while operating as
a UEM. As long as the pump beam polarization is kept per-
pendicular to the tip axis,9, 10 and it does not hit the tip its
effect on the photoemission current from the tip will be negli-
gible, even at the above mentioned pump fluences for PINEM.
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FIG. 6. Modeled energy distribution and time of flight energy spectrum for
a 25 eV electron pulse absorbing/emitting ¯ω = 1.5 eV photons through the
photon induced near field effect. Fig. 6(a) shows a modeled spectrum with
sideband peaks that have absorbed/emitted n photons with weights of 0.5 for
n = ± 1, and 0.1 for n = ± 2 with an energy spread of 1.0 eV. Fig. 6(b)
shows the same spectrum as it would be detected in our time of flight energy
spectrometer. The dashed red curve shows the spectrum before convolution
with the 1.0 ns detectors resolution and the solid line depicts the spectrum
after convolution.

Magnification of 10 k using a tip-to-specimen distance of
10 μm will give sufficient resolution for PINEM imaging
(of, for example, 100 nm diameter silver nanowires) and tak-
ing a temporal scan of 10 ps with 100 fs steps using 30 s
imaging exposures would require a total scan of 50 min,
which is equivalent to the scan times used in other UEM
experiments.21

In addition to taking images at the different delay points,
energy spectroscopy of the photon emission/absorption by the
electron beam can be simultaneously collected at the same de-
lay points with the time of flight of energy analyzer described
above. To show the feasibility of spectroscopically resolving
the emission/absorption with our time of flight energy
analyzer we use Eq. (3) to model the predicted spectrum in
Fig. 6. Figure 6 (top) shows the energy spectrum of a 25 eV ki-
netic primary electron energy with sideband peaks of ±n¯ω,
with ¯ω = 1.5 eV for an 800 nm pump beam. The spectrum
is modeled with a series of Gaussian peaks with 1.0 eV
width, with relative intensities of 0.5 for n = ±1, and 0.1 for
n = ±2 when compared to the n = 0 primary energy peak.
This spectrum is equivalent to those presented in similar
experiments conducted on surfaces, where a pump fluence of
the order of tens of mJ/cm2 is used.23 This energy spectrum,
Fig. 6 (bottom), is modeled for the experimental situation
when our microscope is operating at −25 Vtip (25 eV
kinetic energy at specimen) with a retarding Vdet of 17 V.
Converting the energy spectrum into time of flight spectrum
for our microscope using Eq. (3), and then convoluting that
spectrum with our 1.0 ns temporal resolution shows that the
sideband peaks could be resolved. The time of flight spectrum
is asymmetric because the velocities of the electrons are
proportional to the square root of the kinetic energy, causing

the pattern to spread out at lower energies. A particularly
useful improvement to the apparatus would be the addition
of a delay line electron detector which can provide spatial
resolution equivalent to our current detector, but in addition
can simultaneously provide arrival time information with
∼100 ps resolution for each individual electron hit position.24

This would greatly expand the microscopes ability to take
energy selective ultrafast images at each delay position.

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that a point projection microscope
combined with a femtosecond duration photoelectron source
can spatially resolve objects on the 100 nm scale. This
microscope can be used to image arbitrary specimens while
simultaneously functioning as a time of flight electron energy
analyzer. Using a simple model we also present modeled data
that demonstrate the expected capability of this microscope
when operated as an ultrafast electron microscope. We also
show theoretically that by operating at close tip-to-specimen
distances dispersion of the electron packet can be kept to
10 fs or less, which would be at least an order of magnitude
improvement when compared to current stroboscopic UEM’s.
This microscope will be particularly useful as a tool to follow
the temporal dynamics of excited evanescent optical fields
near nanostructures with the PINEM technique.21 With the
addition of a phase stabilized laser with pulses of only a
few femtoseconds it may be possible to follow the evolution
of plasmons in nanoparticles during laser excitation with
nanometer spatial and sub-cycle temporal resolutions,25 and
prospects for greatly increased electron degeneracy may allow
the use of this microscope for the study of electron quantum
optics.26
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